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ABSTRACT 
A gradually varied flow equation defines the movement of an 
underflow density current in a reservoir. Previous derivations assumed 
the underflow density remains constant with respect to distance and 
time. In most reservoirs, the density of underflow currents decreases 
as it progresses downstream. This fact prompted the development of·a 
more complete gradually varied flow equation which allows for a variable 
underflow density. 
Numerical results, for constant density underflows, agreed with 
previous work conducted by Savage and Brimberg (1974). Results showed 
that small variations in underflow density can have a substantial effect 
on the shape and depth of an underflow current. This type of profile 
variation would cause a major change in the depositional pattern of 
suspended sediment being transported by underflow currents. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
A density current is a gravity. flow of fluid under, over or 
through another fluid of slightly different density. This density 
difference is usually caused by a combination of differences in tern-
perature, concentration of dissolved solids, and concentration of sus-
pended sediment. In nature, density currents occur as turbid underflows 
in reservoirs, salt water intrusions in fresh water estuaries, and 
meteorological phenomena such as cold fronts. 
The formation of reservoir underflow density currents begins when 
inflowing sediment laden water confronts the motionless reservoir water 
and plunges underneath it (Fig. 1). This point is called the "plunge 
point" (or plunge line). Floating debris within a reservoir is trans-
ported to the plunge line via a circular flow induced by the movement 
of a density current along the reservoir bottom (see Fig. 1). The 
accumulation of debris at the plunge line often makes it visible from 
the surface. The location of the plunge point is also accentuated by 
the difference in color between the relatively clear reservoir water 
and turbid inflowing water. 
Studies of density currents in Lake Mead (4) have shown that the 
influence of temperature and dissolved solids is small in comparison 
I 
with the density difference due to suspended sediment. A high concen-
tration of suspended sediment would cause the inflowing water to have a 
greater density than the reservoir water. This type of "positive" 
density difference is responsible for the formation of underflow density 
currents. 
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In most reservoirs, the density of an underflow current cannot 
realistically be assumed to remain constant. The density difference 
between the underflow current and reservoir water should decrease as the 
underflow progresses downstream. This reduction in density difference 
is caused by intermixing of the two fluids and, more importantly, the 
deposition of suspended sediment from the underflow. Heretofore, little 
or no work has been done regarding the effect of a decreasing density 
on the movement of a density current. 
A brief synopsis of previous work dealing with gradually varying 
two-layer systems will follow. Next, the development of a gradually 
varied flow equation to define the movement of an underflow density 
current is presented. The derivation used allows the possibility of a 
variable underflow density (p 2). A computer model was used to calculate 
various density current flow profiles. The numerical method used is 
presented and the results obtained are compared with previous work done 
by Savage and Brimberg (6) for a constant density underflow current. 
Some general comments are also made regarding the computed profiles for 
a varying density underflow current. 
5 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Schijf and Schonfeld (7) presented one-dimensional equations of 
motion for the gradually varying two-layer system shown in Fig. 2. The 
dynamic equations are 
(1) 
av2 (1-e) 
oal oa2 av2 g(S 2-s) 0 --+ g --- + g-+ v2 ax + = at ox ex (2) 
where al = depth of the upper layer 
a2 = depth of the lower layer 
g = gravitational acceleration 
• 
s = bottom slope = -(d11,/dx) 
sl = energy slope of the upper layer 
s = 2 energy slope of the lower layer 
vl = mean velocity of the upper layer 
v2 = mean velocity of the lower layer 
e = relative density difference; e = (p2-pl)/p2 
pl = density of the upper layer 
p2 = density of the lower layer. 
Savage and Brimberg (6) reduced the dynamic equations by assuming that 
the flow was steady and that the mean velocity in the upper layer (V 1) 
was zero. The reduced equations are 
(3) 
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Fig. 2: GRADUALI,Y VARYING TWO-LAYER SYSTEM 
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da1 da2 dv2 ( 1- e) g - + g - + v2 - + g (s - s) = o dx dx dx 2 (4) 
The dynamic equations were combined by Savage and Brimberg (6) to yield 
the following gradually varied nonuniform flow equation 
f h 
3 f. 
c£1 :~)] F B 0 r ~ da2 s -- a23 _1 + f + 8 0 
= (5) dx h 
1 - F 2 0 ~ 
0 a2 
where f = channel bottom friction factor 
f. = interfacial friction factor 
~ 
F = plunge point densimetric Froude number 
0 
ga V a 
F a :::: = ---2-
0 egh '3 egh 
0 0 
h = height of the density current at the plunge point 0 
q = constant volumetric flow rate of the lower layer per unit width 
v = mean velocity at the plunge point. 
0 
Equation 5 was derived to define the formation and movement of an under-
flow density current. Its development includes the assumption that the 
density of the lower layer (underflow current) remains constant with 
respect to time (t) and distance (x). 
1 
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
The dynamic equations for a two-layer system can be developed by 
applying Newton's second law to fluid elements in the upper layer (Fig. 
3) and the lower layer (Fig. 4) individually. Assuming the shear stress 
at the surface (T ) is negligible and that the flow is steady, a force 
s 
balance on the two elements yields 
Upper layer 
(6a) 
Lower layer 
(6b) 
where P = pressure force 
For the present one-dimensional analysis, the flow is assumed to 
be gradually varying such that the pressure is hydrostatic. The pressure 
forces can then be expressed as 
(7a) 
(7b) 
Assuming that the density of the upper layer (p 1) remains con$tant, the 
changes in pressure force are 
(8a) 
' i 
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-- = dx (8b) 
The mean velocity of the upper layer (V1) is assumed to be zero, 
yielding the following dynamic equation for the upper layer 
'EF = 0 
X 
Assuming steady state flow conditions yields the following dynamic 
equation for the lower layer 
The final form of the dynamic equations for a two-layer system are 
obtained by combining and simplifying Eqs. 6 through 9, 
Upper layer 
Lower layer 
(1-e) 
da1 da2 dV2 1 ~a2 dp 2) g -d + g - + v2 dx + g (S2-s) + -2 g - = 0 x dx p2 dx 
The energy slopes s1 and s2 are defined as 
(9a) 
(9b) 
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
(11) 
(12) 
11 
in which the bed shear stress Tb and the interfacial shear stress Ti 
can be expressed as 
(13) 
(14) 
Assuming that there is no net flow across the interface between 
the two layers allows the continuity equation to be expressed as 
a2 v2 = q (15) 
Manipulation of Eqs. 10 to 15 results in the following gradually varied 
nonuniform flow equation 
1 -d-(dp2) f 
h 3 [ fi a2 fi] 
s - 81 - 2 p2e dx F a -:-%-<e /e) 1+-+--da2 8 0 a 2 o f a 1 f 
-- = dx h 
1 - F a ~(e /e) 
0 a2 o 
where e is the relative density difference at the plunge point. 
0 
(16) 
Numerical analysis of Eq. 16 has shown the term s1 to be insignificant. 
By neglecting s1 and introducing the following nondimensional variables, 
a = x/h 
0 
Ci = f./f 
~ 
the gradually varied nonuniform flow equation reduces to the following 
generalized nondimensional form 
It should be noted that the density of the underflow has not 
been assumed constant with respect to distance, but the density is 
assumed to be constant with respect to time at any point within the 
reservoir. The differences between Eq. 17 and Eq. 5 are due to the 
variability of the underflow density (p 2). If the underflow density 
is held constant, Eq. 17 reduces to Eq. 5 presehted by Savage and 
Brimberg (6). 
12 
(17) 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
A computer model was developed to calculate the flow profile of 
an underflow density current. The model uses a finite difference form 
of Eq. 17 
[s -
(18) 
where j = station number. 
By assuming the free water surface is horizontal, ~lj can be expressed as 
(19) 
Substituting Eq. 19 into Eq. 18 yields 
F 
1 - 'n °s ( e: I e: . ) 
''j 0 J 
(20) 
in which the change in ~j is defined as 
f.\~.=~- - ~- 1 J J J- (21) 
Equations 20 and 21 are subject to conditions at the plunge point that 
~- = 1 and ~ 1 . = 0, and furthermore that~-> 0 and ~ 1 . > 0. The com-J J J J -
puter program solves Eqs. 20 and 21 simultaneously to calculate the 
interfacial flow profiles. The solution algorithm utilizes a modified 
Newton's method to determine~- (see Appendix B~. 
J 
14 
A standard step method is used in computing the interfacial flow 
profiles. The computer analysis begins at the plunge point, where ~j 
is known, and proceeds downstream. The overall approach is to find~. 
J 
which satisfies Eqs. 20 and 21 to within a prescribed tolerance. The 
initial trial value of~. is chosen equal to~. 1 . If the result of the J J-
initial trial is unsatisfactory, then a new trial value of~. is cal-
J 
culated by the modified Newton's method. This process continues until 
an adequate solution is found or until it is clear that a solution does 
not exist. A flow chart of the computer model is shown in Fig. 5 and a 
listing of the model is presented in Appendix C. 
~------ --··--- ... ·--------------------~ 
Read flow conditions 
(F
0
, f, ~. p1 , p2 (initial), S) 
Set initial conditions 
C~j' ~lj' 6p 2/6S, 6S) 
I 
~-------w~-----~ 
Assume value of~­
J 
--- I 
·,1/ 
....--------' ----""! 
Calculate 6~ . 
using Eq. 21J 
"------~-----I 
" 
' 
__y_ ___ __, 
late difference If 
6~. from Eqs. 
20Jand 21 ____________ ; 
---------yes 
·-----·· --- ____ 'j(_ _____ ____, 
Print flow conditions 
at station j 
-----~ no. 2: max. value ~~ 
·--·-... 
*Appendix B 
Calculate next trial 
value of~- by 
using a modffied 
Newton's Method* 
Fig. 5 Flow Chart of Computer Model 
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Solutions to Eq. 17, for a constant density underflow, may be 
classified by type of profile similar to those encountered in gradually 
varied free surface flow. The demarcation between "mild" and "steep" 
slopes is facilitated by defining a nondimensional critical depth as 
11 = F 2/3 
c 0 
(22) 
and a nondimensional "normal" depth as 
(23) 
"Mild" slopes are defined where 11N is greater than 11c and "steep" 
slopes are defined where 11N is less than 11c· 
Figure 6 shows schematically the various flow profiles that may 
occur in reservoirs having both mild and steep slopes. There are essen-
tially three types of flow profiles: 
1) The interface (profile) approaches a horizontal surface (M-1 
and S-1) 
2) The interface approaches a "normal depth" far downstream (M-2, 
S-2) 
3) The interface approaches critical depth due to the presence of 
some control (M-3, S-3) 
The values of F , S, f, and a used in the numerical analysis were 
0 
chosen to correspond with conditions analyzed by Savage andBrimberg (6). 
The profiles obtained for a constant density underflow agree with the 
results reported by Savage and Brimberg. This comparison serves as a 
check on the numerical method used to solve Eqs. 20 and 21. 
17 
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l Fig. 6: DENSITY CUrtitE~iT FLOW PROFILES 
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Figure 7 illustrates various flow profiles that may occur for a 
linearly decreasing density underflow. The change in underflow density 
(dp 2/d~) is defined as 
(24) 
where C = constant coefficient of density change. 
A constant density underflow is therefore defined by setting C = 0, 
while a linearly decreasing density underflow is given by assigning C 
a value greater than 0.0. 
For the case of a continuously decreasing underflow density, there 
are basically two types of flow profiles: 
1) The interface approaches a horizontal surface (Type I) 
2) The interface approaches critical depth steeply due to the 
presence of some control (Type III). 
The continuously varying underflow density (p 2) precludes the determina-
tion of a constant "normal depth". This explains the absence of a 
"normal" profile, Type II. 
A nondimensional critical depth for the variable density under-
flow can be defined as 
(25) 
·- ._, 
-
Fi~. 7: FLOW PROFILES FOR DECREASING UNDERFLOW DENSITY 
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which is the depth at which the "local" densimetric Froude number equals 
1.0. Since the densimetric Froude number is changing with distance along 
the channel, so does the critical depth. This variation in critical 
depth is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The profiles in Figs. 8 and 9 were 
determined for a density change rate, dp 2/da, of -0.00002 slugs/ft
3
• 
The Type III profile, shown in Fig. 8, approaches the critical 
depth curve vertically (d~/da = ~ at ~ = ~ ) and ends there, similar to 
c 
the M-3 and S-3 profiles for the constant density underflow. On the 
other hand, the Type I profile, shown in Fig. 9, passes through critical 
depth in a smooth fashion (similar to the S-2 profile for a constant 
density underflow) and continues downstream until the densities of the 
two fluids (underflow and reservoir water) are essentially equal. At 
the point where the two densities are equal, the equations developed for 
a two-layer system no longer apply. 
The smooth passage of a profile through critical depth implies 
0 the existence of a singular point at which d~/da = 0. For free surface 
water profiles, Chow (1) describes this as a "transitional profile". 
By setting the numerator of Eq. 17 equal to zero, a pseudo-normal depth 
can be defined as 
F 2 
f 0 
-- ;;:;"""13'" 
4 ~N (26) 
Numerical analysis of equation 26 has shown that there are two positive 
roots which satisfy the boundary conditions ~N > 0 and ~l ~ 0. Only 
one of these roots also satisfies the aforementioned singularity condition 
(~Ida=~). A plot of a Type I profile along with its corresponding 
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critical and pseudo-normal depth curves is presented in Figure 10. The 
plot verifies the existence of a singular point where ~ = ~c = ~. The 
depth (~) at which the singular point occurs is known as the "transitional 
depth". Analysis of several Type I profiles indicates that the singular 
points are of the saddle type (see Chow, 1959). 
The following discussion is a general comparison of underflow 
profiles with constant and decreasing underflow densities. Figure 11 
exemplifies the effect of a linearly decreasing density on the underflow 
(Appendix D contains additional plots for other values of plunge point 
densimetric Froude number, F ). The use of a linearly decreasing density 
0 
was not an attempt to model the actual change in density of an underflow 
--cuz:r.ent.within a reservoir. Instead, a linear function was chosen 
because it was easy to use, while still allowing an analysis to be made 
regarding the effect of a decreasing density on underflow profiles. 
The numerical results show that both the constant and linearly 
decreasing density underflows exhibit similar behavior in the vicinity 
of the plunge point. As the distance from the plunge point increases, 
the difference between the two profiles is more pronounced. This 
difference involves the shape and depth (~) of the two profiles. The 
location and magnitude of the discrepancy is a function of the rate at 
which the underflow density varies (dp 2/dS). A higher rate of density 
change would result in a larger discrepancy between the two profiles. 
In all cases, the decreasing density underflows had a greater 
depth (~) than the constant density underflows. This phenomenon can 
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be explained by realizing that a decrease in underflow density causes 
a reduction in the current's driving force, gravity (g' = g l(p2-p1/p 2) ]. 
The reduction in driving force is responsible for a decrease in the 
velocity of flow and an increase in the depth of flow(~). 
The effect of a decreasing underflow density on M-2 type profiles 
(Fig. 11) is especially important because of its applicability to real 
situations (i.e., reservoirs). Most reservoirs have mild slopes where 
underflow currents tend towards a normal depth. The substantial change 
of the M-2 type profile, due to a gradually decreasing underflow density, 
is very significant. This type of profile variation would cause a major 
change in the depositional pattern of suspended sediment being trans-
ported by underflow currents. Therefore, the investigation of variable 
density underflows could have a substantial impact upon the overall study 
of reservoir sedimentation. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A gradually varied nonuniform flow equation, Eq. 17, was developed 
from the fundamental equations of motion to describe the interfacial 
profile of a underflow current. This equation takes into account the 
possibility of a variable underflow density (p 2). Numerical results 
obtained from evaluating Eq. 18, for a constant density underflow, 
agree with previous work conducted by Savage and Brimberg (1974). 
A linearly decreasing underflow density was used to analyze the 
effect of a varying density on underflow profiles. Two types of pro-
files were found for a linearly decreasing density underflow. The flow 
profiles are: 
1) The interface approaches a horizontal surface (Type I) 
2) The interface approaches critical depth steeply due to the 
presence of some control (Type III). 
Results have shown that Type I profiles passed smoothly through a critical 
depth curve defined by Eq. 25. This indicated the presence of a singu-
0 lar point at which o~/oa = 0 . A psuedo-normal depth equation, Eq. 26, 
was solved to prove that a singular point exists where the Type I profile 
passes through critical depth. The Type I profiles investigated passed 
through a transitional depth where ~ = ~c = ~. 
The constant and linearly decreasing density underflows exhibited 
similar behavior in the vicinity of the plunge point. As the distance 
from the plunge point increased, the difference in shape and depth (~) 
between the two profiles became more significant. Most importantly, 
results showed that a gradually decreasing underflow density had a sub-
stantial effect on M-2 type profiles. This result is very important 
28 
when analyzing the movement and resulting depositional pattern of an 
underflow current which is transporting suspended sediment through a 
reservoir. Therefore, the study of variable density underflows may have 
a significant effect on the prediction of sedimentation in reservoirs. 
A great deal of investigation is required before an accurate 
model can be developed to describe the movement and resulting deposi-
tional patterns of an underflow current in a reservoir. An equation 
must be derived to define ~he rate of density change (dp 2/dS) in terms 
of the amount of sediment deposition occurring as the underflow pro-
gresses downstream. Extensive experimentation, involving both constant 
and varying density underflows, is also needed to serve as a check on 
the theoretical results generated by the computer model. 
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APPENDIX A 
NOTATION 
a 1 = height of upper layer (two-layer system) 
a 2 = height of lower layer 
f = channel bottom friction factor 
fi = interfacial friction factor 
F = plunge point densimetric Froude number 
0 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Hb = elevation of the channel bottom above a datum plane 
h
0 
= height of density current (a2) at the plunge point 
p 
q 
s 
sl 
82 
v 
0 
vl 
v2 
X 
e 
e 
0 
'T1 
111 
pl 
p2 
= hydrostatic pressure force 
= volumetric flow rate of the lower layer per unit width 
= bottom slope 
= ene~gy slope of the upper layer 
= energy slope of the lower layer 
= velocity of flow at the plunge point 
= velocity of the upper layer 
= velocity of the lower layer 
= horizontal distance from the plunge point 
f./f 
1 
= x/h 
0 
=relative density difference between the two layers 
= relative density difference at the plunge point 
,.. a2/ho 
= al/ho 
= density of the upper layer 
= density of the lower layer 
33 
Tb = bed shear stress 
T, = interfacial shear stress 
~ 
T = surface shear stress 
s 
34 
APPENDIX B 
35 
MODIFIED NEWTON'S METHOD 
A modified Newton's method was used to solve Eqs. 19 and 20. 
The first trial value for~. was chosen as~. 1 . Therefore, J J-
~.1 = ~. 1 (superscript denotes number of trials or iterations) J J-
and 
From the figure presented on the following page, 
where s1 = slope (derivative) of Eq. 20 at ~.1 • 
J 
In general form 
Equation 21 is 
6~. = ~. - ~. 1 J J J-
Combining Eqs. B-2 and B-3 gives 
, .n+l , 
''J - ''j-1 
n+l Solving for~. yields 
J 
= [(6~jn) Eq. 20+ ~j-l 
(1-Sn) 
(B-1) 
(B-2) 
(B-3) 
(B-4) 
(B-5) 
Equation B-5 represents the modified Newton's method used to solve 
Eqs. 20 and 21. The derivation of Eq. B-5 was made for the case of a 
positive 6~. where~.>~. 1 . Equation B-5 is also valid when the height J J - J-
of the underflow current (~) is decreasing; a negative 6~. where~.<~. 1 . J J - J-
36 
Eg. 21 
0~-L--------------------------------------------~ 
'l(J-1 ?J 
Fig. B-1: Modified Newton's Method 
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It should be noted that convergence problems will occur if the 
n 
slope of Eq. 20 (S ) approaches the slope of Eq. 21. The modified 
Newton's method may also not converge if there is a discontinuity in the 
function defined by Eq. 20. 
This numerical method achieved convergence, to within a tolerance 
of 0.000001 * 6~j+l' with a maximum of seven iterations. In most cases, 
the solution to Eqs. 20 and 21 was obtained in three iterations or less. 
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APPENDIX C 
' 111111111 PROGRAM PR082(JNPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 39 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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c 
c 
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C... AUTHOR C... JOHN J. WARWICK 
c 
c 
c ••• 
c 
REAL F,FF,G,FO,NUMt,NUM2,NUM3,NUM4,NUMS,NUM6,NUM7,NUM8,~UM81,NU 
1M82,NUMB3,NUM84,NUM 
INTEGER ZETA 
0 I MENS I ON BET A ( 4 Ot;) ,z ( 4 OS) , l U 40 5) , YY2 ( 4 05), YY 1 ( 4tJ 5) , C (S) , P2 ( 405) 
C... OIMENSIONLESS ANALYSIS OF GRADUALLY VARIED FLOH EQUATION 
c 
c •• ~ VARIABLE NAMES USED 
c ••• ALPHA = !NTr~FACIAL FRICTION FACTOR/BOTTOM FRICTION FACTOR 
c 
C... 8 = COEFFICIENT OF WIDTH CHANGE ALONG THE X-AXIS 
c 
C... BETA(J) = DJM~NSIONLESS HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM THE PLUNGE POINT 
r:: 
c ••• C =COEFFICIENT OF DENSITY CHANGE ALONG THE X-AXIS 
C· 
C ••• E =RELATIVE DENSITY DIFFERENCE (BETWEEN THE TWO FLUIOS)/Of.NSITY 
C... OF THE UNDfRFlCW ALONG THE FLOW PATH 
c 
C... EO = RElATIVf OENSTTY DIFFE~ENCE/DENSITY OF THE UNDERFLOW AT THE 
C... PLUNGE POINT 
c 
C... ETA = DIMENSIONLESS HEIGHT OF THE DENSITY CURRENT 
c 
C... ETA1 = OIMF.NSIONLESS HEIGHT Of THE FLUID OF LESSER DENSITY 
c 
C ••• FO = OENSIMETRIC FROUDE NUMBER AT THE PLUNGE POINT 
c 
c 
C~.. FF = CHANNEL ROTTOH FRICTION FACTOR 
c 
c 40 
C ••• HO = HEIGHT OF THE DENSITY CURRENT AT THE PLUNGE POINT (fT) 
c 
C ••• P1 = CONST~NT DENSITY OF THE LIGHTER FLUID WHICH IS ASSUMED TO BE 
C... IN A STATION~QY POSITION ABOVE THE FLUID OF GREATER DENSITY 
c 
c... P?.(J) = DENSITY OF THE FLUID FLOWING AS A DENSITY CURRENT 
c 
c 
C ••• V =AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE UNDERFLOW (FT/SEC) 
c 
C ••• V1 = OIMfNSIONLESS AVERAGE VELOCITY AT THE PLUNGE POINT 
C... Vi= V/tHO•G>••o.s 
c 
C ••• V2 = OJ~ENSIONLESS AVERAGE VELOCITY AT POINTS DOWNSTREAM OF THE 
C •• ~ PLUNGE POINT 
c 
C ••• Yl =ELEVATION OF THt FREE SURFACE FROM A DATUM 
c 
C... Y2 = ELEVATIO~ OF THE SURFACE OF THE DENSITY CURRENT FROM A DATUM 
c 
C ••• YYt(J) = ARRAY OF ~REE SURFACE ELEVATIONS TO BE PLOTTED 
c 
c... YY2(J) = A~RAY OF DENSITY CUO.RENT ELEVATIONS TO BE PLOTTED 
c 
C ••• Z(J) = CHANNEL WIDTH (FT) 
c 
C ••• Zt(J) = ELEVATION OF THE CHANNEL BOTTOM FROM DATUM 
c ••• 
c 
c 
C ••• USER GUIDE TO DATA CARD PREPARATION 
c 
C ••• DATA CARD 1 R VALUE 
c ••• O~TA CARD 2 A,2(1l,S,Z1,FO VALUES 
C ••• DATA CARD 3 P1,P2(J),fF,ALPHA VALUES 
c... If PLOTS ARE NOT DESIRED ONLY OATA CARDS 1,2,3,10,11,12 ARE NEEDED 
C... OATA CARD 4 OIK1,0IK2 1 QIK3,QIK4 1 QIK5,QIK6 VALUES 
C ••• DATA CARD 5 SYM1,SYM2 9 SYM3,SYM4 9 SYM5,SYM6,SYM7,SYM8 VALUES 
C ••• DATA CARD & NU~1,NUM2,NUM3,NUM4,NUMS,NUM&,NUM7,NUM8 VALUES 
C ••• DATA CAPO 7 PLT1,PlT2 1 PLT3 VALUES 
C... NOTE PLT3 MUST BE ENTERED WITH AN !5 FORMAT 
C ••• DATA CARD~ SYMB1 1 SYMB2,SYM83,SYMB4 VALUES 
C ••• DATA CARD q NUMB1,NUMB2,NUMB3,NUMB4 VALUES 
C •• ~ DATA CARD 10 N V~LUE N ~UST BE ENTERED HITH AN !5 FORMAT 
C ••• DATA CARD 11 C(L) VALUES 
C ••• DATA CARD 12 DAETA1,0BETA2,DBETA3,NN VALUES 
C... NOTE NN MUST 8E ENTERED WITH AN !5 FORMAT 
C ••• OATA CARD 13 NfW SF.T OF DATA 
C... NfW FLOW DATA (IF FO = 0.00 PROGRAM WILL TERMINATE> 
c 
C ••• THE USER IS URGED TO CAREFULLY READ THROUGH THE PROGRAM BEFORE 
C ••• ATTEHPTING TO PRFPARF THE DATA CARDS REQUIRED. 
C... EXPLAINATIONS OF THE DIFFERENT VARIABLES IS GIVEN ALONG WITH 
C... EVERY READ STATE~ENT SO THAT THE USER WILL BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND 
C ••• THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THESf. VARIALBES. 
c 
c ••• 
REA0(5,1) R 41 
C ••• ~EADS IN A VALUE fR) WHICH GIVES THE USER OPTIONS ON THE TYPE OF 
C... ANALYSIS TO BE PRfFOPMEO AND THE OUTPUT FOR"1AT 
C... SEE LISTING OF (Rl OPTIONS BELOW 
C ••• R = 1.00 ONLY FLCW PROFILE ~ESULTS WILL BE PRINTEO,WITH PLCT 
C ••• R = 2.00 ONLY FLOW PROFILE RESULTS WILL BE PRINTED,WITHOUT PLOT 
c ••• 
20 CONTINUE 
c ••• 
C. • • THIS GROUP OF STATEMENTS READS IN VARIOUS FLOW PARAMETERS 
REAOf5,1> B,Zt1>,S,Z1f1),F0 
tFfFO .EO. O.OO> GO TO 21 
REA0(5,1) P1,P2(1),FF,ALPHA 
C ••• READS IN AOO!TIONAL FLOW PARAMETERS 
IF(R .EQ. 2.00) GO TO 17 
c ••• 
C... THIS GROUP Of' ST I!Tf"'EN TS READS IN VARIABLES NEEDED T 0 EXECUTE THE C... THF PLOTS 
c 
QEA0(5,1) QIK1,QIK2,QIK3,QIK4,QIK5,QIK6 
C ••• READS IN VARIABLfS NEEOED FOR QIKSET SUBROUTINE 
c 
~EA0(5,1l SYM1,SYM2,SYMJ,SYM4 1 SYM5,SYH6,SYM7,SYM8 
C ••• QEADS IN VARIAPL~S NEEDED FOR SYMBOL SUB~OUTINES 
c 
READC5,1l NUM1,NUM2,NU~3,NUM4,NUH5,NUM6,NUH7,NUH8 
C ••• READS IN VARIALB~S NEEDED FOR NUMBER SUBROUTINES 
c 
REA0(5,2l PLT1,PLT2,PLT3 C... READS IN VARIABLES NEEDED FOR PLOT SUBROUTINE 
c 
REA0(5,1) SYMB1,SYH82,SYMBJ,SYHB4 
C ••• R~AOS IN VARIABLES NEEDED FOR SYMAOL SUB~OUTINES THAT POSITION 
C... THE COEFFICIENTS OF DENSITY CHANGE ON THE PLOT 
c 
REA0(5,1) NUM81,NUM82 9 NUMB3,NUH84 C... READS IN THF VALUES OF C TO BE PLOTTED 
c •.•• 
C ••• SPECIAL NOTf THE P~OGRAM IS PRESENTLY SET TO HANDLE PLOTS WITH A 
C... MJ.\XIHUM OF TWC FLOW PROFILES PER PLOT 01AX.N = 2) 
c ••• 
4tf fj 8£!:8 
/7 EO= «P?.fl) - P1)/P2fl) 
ETA1 = 0.00 
c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 
F = F0••2.0 
V 1 = F 0 •F. 0_. • 0. 5 
Y1 = Z1Ul + 1.0 
YY1Ul = Y1 
YY2U) = Yl 
BETAU> = 0.00 
BETA(2) = 0.00 
~EADC5,3) N 
C ••• READS IN THE VALUE OF THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT COEFFICIENTS OF 
c ••• DENSITY GH~NGE MAX.N=5 WITH PLOTS MAX.N=2 
c 
' 
I • 
READ(5,1) <C<L>,L=t,t-.0 42 
c... REAOS IN THE ACTUAL VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF DENSITY CHANGE 
c 
qEA0(5,~1 OBETA1,08ETA2,DBETA3,NN 
C ••• READS IN THE INCREMENTAL INCREASE IN BETA ALONG WITH AMOUNT OF C... STEPS TO BE TAKE~ (NN) 
C ••• NOTE NN MUST NOT EXCEOE THE DIMENSION SPACE ALLOCATED TO THE 
C... DIFFERENT VARIABLES MAX.NN=~04 
C. •. AND 
c ••• DBETA3 (LARGEST INCRE~ENTAL STEP SIZE) MUST BE A WHOLE 
MUM8~R GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 1.00 c ••• 
c 
c 
c 
c ••• 
DO 100 L=1,N 
PRINT 5 
PRINT 6 
PRINT 7. B,Z(ilt~tlif1l,FO 
PRINT 8 
PRINT q, Pt,P2(U,C(l) ,FF,ALPHA 
PRINT 10 
PRINT 11 
G... INITIAL VALUES OF ETA (AT THE PLUNGE POINT> 
ETA = 1.0 
c ••• ETAA = ETA FOR THE REACH PRIOR TO THE ONE PRESENTLY UNDER INVESTI-
c... GAliON (J-l) 
c ••• 
c ••• 
ETAA = 1.0 
DO ~0 J=2 1 NN 
II = 0 
67 I = U 
II = II + 1 
DBETA = BETA(J) - RETA<J-1) 
Z ( J ) = Z ( J-1 ) + A • 0 Bf T A 
P2(J) = P2(J-1l- C<U•DBETA 
!F(P2(J) .GT. Ptl GO TO 98 
OP2 = (l.OO 
E = o.oonooot 
Z1(J) = li(J-1) - s•OBf.TA 
GO TO 60 
98 OP2 = P2(J)- P2(J-1) 
E = (P2(J) - P1)/P2(J) 
c ••• 
60 
50 
c ••• 
Z1 (J) = Z1 (J-1) - s•oBETA 
I = I + 1 
IFU .GE. 50) GO TO 66 
IF(ETA .LE. O.OO> ETA = ABS<ETA + O.OOOOt> 
Y2 = Z1(J) + fTA 
ETA1 = Y1 - Y2 
V2 = lVt•ZlUl/fETA•Z(J)) 
IF<ETA1 .LT. O.OOl GO TO SO 
GO TO 51 
ETA1 = 0.000001 
Y2 = Y1 - ETA1 
ETA = Y2- Z1(J) 
• 
51 
80 
30 
c ••• 
c ••• 
c ••• 
115 
111\ 
c ••• 
q4 
c ••• 
IfCETA1 .r,y. 0.00) GO TO ~0 43 S3 = (ff•Fli<R.O•ETA••3)•(t.O + ALPHAl•(EOIEl 
GO TO 30 
SJ = 0.5•lETAICP2(Jl•Ell•(OP21DAETAl + CFF•F)I(8.0•ETA••3)•(1.0 
1 + ALPHA + ALPHA•CF.TAifTAt>>•<fOIEl 
CONTINUE 
OETA = ETA - ETAA 
OOfTA = ((S- ~3)1(1.0- fFIETA••3l""(F01Elll•DBETA 
ACTUAL DIFFERENCF 
IF<DOETA .LT. O.OOl GO TO 115 
GO TO 118 
W = OETA - DOETA 
GO TO q4 
W = 00 E T A - D F. T A 
NUM = S - S3 
DEN = 1. 0 - ( F IF: T A • • 3) • ( E 0 IE ) 
ADEN= ABS(OENl 
IF CABS CWl .u:. 0.000001""ABS(ODETAl) GO TO 88 
c... DNIH1 = THE DERIVATIVE OF THE NUMERATOR WITH RESPECT TO ETA 
c... CDP210fTA) IS ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT WITH RESPECT TO ETA 
0 N U H = - 0 • 5 • ( 0 P ?. I D ~ ETA ) • ( 1. D I ( P 2 ( J ) • E ) l - ( FF • F ) I 8 • 0 • ( E 0 IE) • ( (A L P 
1HAIETA••3l•CCETAt + ETAliETAt••2) - (3.0/ETA••4l""(1.0 + ALPHA + 
2 ALPHA•CETAIF.TAtlll 
c... DDEN = THE DERIVATIVE OF THE DF.NOMENATOR WITH RESPECT TO ETA 
• DOEN = F•t~OIEl•(3.0IETA••4> 
c... OSETA = THE DERIVATIVE OF DDETA <SLOPE OF A LINE TANGENT TC THE 
C... CURVE AT A POINT fTAl WITH RESPECT TO ETA 
c ••• 
DSETA = <<OEN•ONUM- NUH•OOENliAOEN""""2l • OBETA 
fTA = COOETA + ETAA- OSETA•ETAllft.O- DSETAl 
GO TO 60 
B~ YYUJl = Y1 
YY2(J) = Y2 
M = J 
c • • • 
c ••• 
IF<AAS<YY2tJ-1l - YY2(J)J .GT. 0.02) GO TO 66 
IFCOEN .LT. 0.00) GO TO 66 
PRINT 12,BETACJl,ETA,ETAt,Z1CJl,Y2,P2(J),V2,S3,0EN 
C ••• OBETA1 .LT. OAETA2 .LT. DBETA3 C... ~ S~ALLER INCREMENTAL STEP SIZE <OBETAi) WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE OF THE C... HIGH RATE OF CHANGE IN HEIGHT ENCOUNTEREO IN THE AEGINNING OF THE C... PROFilE 
C ••• OBETA1 1$ USED I~ THE fiRST 10 STEPS (F~OM THE PLUNGE POINT) 
C ••• Of3~TA2 IS USED IN THE NEXT 10 STEPS 
c ••• OBETA3 IS USED TN ALL OF THE SUCEEDING STEPS UNLESS THE 'RATE OF 
c... PROFILE CHANGE IS TOO LARGE TO INSURE PROPER ACCURACY 
C ••• IN THIS CASE THE INCRE~ENTAL STEP SIZE WILL BE DECREASED TO OBETA2 
c 
IF(J .GT.lU GO TC 61 
BETACJ+1) = AETAfJ) + OBETA1 
GO TO 63 
51 IF (J .LT. 21) GO TO 64 
GO TO f)S 
• 
• 
6Lt 
no 
c ••• 
c ••• 
68 
65 
BETA(J+U = RETA(J) + OBE"TA2 44 
GO TO 63 
IF<II .EO. 2) GO TO 68 
IF(II .GT. 21 GO TC qo 
BETA<Jl = RETA(J-t) ~ nBETA2 
8fTACJ) WILL BE RECALCULATED BY USING A SMALLER INCREMENTAL STEP 
SIZE CDSETA2) OR <DBETA1l DfPENDING UPON THE ACCURACY REQUIRED 
G 0 TO 6 7 
~ETA(J) = 9ETA(J-1) + DBETAt 
G 0 TO 6 7 
ZETA= BETA(J) 
VAR = ABS(~~TAfJ) - FLOATCZETA) - 1.001 
IFCVAR .GT. 0.001) GO TO oft 
BETACJ+1) = BETACJl + OBETA3 
63 CONTINUE 
ftO ETAA = ETA 
c ••• 
90 CONTINUE 
IFCR .fQ. 2.001 GO TO 100 
IF111 utT: l&IH &9 T8 HU 
t MAX = M 
&8 T8 tfllv 
18~ f'1All 1 ta 
10~ IF(L .EQ. 2> GO TO tnt 
CALL OIKSETCQIK1,CIK2,QIK3,QIK4,QIK5,QIK6) 
CALL QIKPLTCBETA,lt,IMAX,Lt6H•OIHENSIONLESS HORIZ. DIST. FRCM PLUNG 
1E POINT•,?5H•OIMEN5IONLESS ELEVATION•,3tH•OENSITY CURRENT FLOW PRO 
2FILES•) 
CALL PLOT(PLT1,PLT2 7 PLT3) 
CALL SYMBOLISYM1,SYM2,0.21,4HFO =,O.OO,Ltl 
CALL NUM8ER(NUMt,NUH2,0.21,F0,0.00,4HF6.5) 
CALL SYMBOLCSYMJ,SYM4,0.21,3HS =,0.00,3) 
CALL NUMBE~INUM3,NUM4,0.21,S,0.00,4HF7.5) 
CALL SYMBOL(SYM5,SYM6,0.21,7HALPHA =,0.00,7) 
CALL NUMBE~(NUM5,NU~6,0.2t,ALPHA,O.OO,LtHFLt.3) 
CALL SYMBOL(SYM7,SYM8,0.21,~HF~ =,0.00,4) 
CALL NUHBERCNUM7,NUMB,0.21,FF,0.00,4HFft.3l 
CALL SYMBOLCSYMB1,SYMB2,0.21,12HCC= ),0.00,12) 
CALL NUHBERCNUMB1,~UMA?,0.21,Ct1l,O.OO,LtHF7.6) 
CALL SYHBOLCSYMB3,SYMB4,0.21,12H(C= ),0.00,12) 
CALL NUHBE~lNUM93,NUMB4,0.21,C(2),0.00,4HF7.o) 
CALL SYMBOL(5.0,R.5,0.~8,2LtHNON-OIHENSIONAL ANALYStS,0.00,24) 
CALL QliNE(BETA,YYt,IMAX,11l 
CALL QLINEC8ETA,YY2,IMAX,t1> 
tOO CONTINUE 
IF ( R • E Q. 2. 0 0 ) G 0 TO 7 0 
101 CALL QLINEC8ETA,YY2,I~AX,11) 
CALL ENDPLT 
70 CO~TINUE 
GO TO 21) 
?.1 PRINT 5 
STOP 
c 
1 FORMATl8FlO.Ol 
?. FO~MAT(2F10.0,T5l 
3 FORMAT ( I5) 
Lt FOPMAT<1F10.5,I5) 
5 FORMAT(/////) 
• 
6 
7 
3 
q 
to 
11 
12 
c 
~••• 1S.34.01 • 
•••• 15.34.01. 
4~ 
FOPMAT(17X,•B•,7X,•WIOTH•,7X,•S•,8X,•H~ 4 ,7X, 4 0ATUM4 ,6X, 4 F0•) 
FORMAT(10X,3F10.5,10X,2F10.5) 
FORMAT(//12X, 4 DENSTTYt•,Jx,•oENSITY2•,sx,•c•,7X,•BOTTOM F 4 ,3X, 4 ALP 
1HA•> 
FORHAT(10X,2F10.5,F10.6 1 2f10.5) 
FOPMAT(//1/,qx,•c ENS I T Y CUR~ E NT f L 0 W P R C f 
1I L E•) 
fOPMAT(//qX,•(X/H0) 4 ,4X,•tA2/H0>•,3X,•(A1/H0)•,3X,•BOTTOM f.LEV.•,z 
1X, 4 CURRf.NT ELEV.•,4X,•DENSITY z•,SX,•VEL z•,7X,•S3(K)•,6X,•(1-(F0) 
22)•) 
fORMAT(/5X,3~10.4 1 Ft2.4 1 2F15.4,3F12.4) 
ENn 
JJW01CM 000423 LINES PRINTED /// END OF LIST /// 
JJW01CM 000~23 LINES PRINTED Ill END OF LIST /// 
....... 
LO 23 
LQ 23 
'• :• . 
46 
APPENDIX D 
• • 
NON-DIMENSIONAL RNRLYSIS 
• -
-------------------------------------------------------rc~oooooo J 
FO = .10000 
~ s = .00100 
ALPHA = .500 
ij FF = .050 
.ODD '·ODD &.ODD g.ODD 12.0DD u;.ODD llloODD 2l.ODD 24.0DD 21.0DD 31J.ODD n.ODD 36.0DD 39.0DD 42.0DD 46.000lllD L 
OIMENSIONLESS HORIZ. OIST. FROM PLUNGE POINT 
DENSITY CURRENT FLOW PROFILES 
• 
• -
~ 
~ 
-
l; 
~ ~ ~ -
~. ~ 
.... 
~ . 
c 
~ 
~ 
~ 
.1110 
• 
FO = .20840 
s = .00100 
ALPHA = .500 
FF = .050 
• • 
NON-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
( C=-000000 l 
3olll0 8,1110 9olll0 12.1110 16,1110 llloiiiO 21,1110 24olll0 27,1110 31J.ID) 33olll0 38olll0 ]9,1110 42,1110 46olliJOXlD l 
DIMENSIONLESS HORIZ. DIST. FROM PLUNGE POINT 
DENSITY CURRENT FLOW PROFILES 
• .) 
• 
• .. 
s = .00100 
ALPHA = .500 
11 FF = .050 
• 
NON-OIMENSIONRL RNRLYSIS 
'+---~----~--~--~~--~--~----~--~----~--~--~----~--~----~--~ 
• 
.11110 ,,11110 &.11110 9.11110 12.11110 15.11110 UI.IIIIO 21.11110 24.11110 27.000 30.000 33.000 311.11110 39.000 42.000 45.01101110 L 
DIMENSIONLESS HORIZ. DIST. FROM PLUNGE POINT 
DENSITY CURRENT FLOW PROFILES 
• 
